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16083 | Good Value™ Challenger Slingpack
This sport slingpack is great to hold your essentials 
while at the gym or on the go.
Black, Navy, Red, Royal
as low as $6.87(c) USD | $9.96(c) CAD | min. 100
FULL COLOR

TOY-W | Toddy® Gear The Wedge™ Mobile Device Stand
This eye-catching multifunctional mobile device stand 
both props and cleans and is made with 100% microfiber.
Ash Gray, Black, Lime Green, Navy Blue
as low as $8.33(c) USD | $12.08(c) CAD | min. 50
CAD pricing begins in March.
FULL COLOR | USA PROUD 
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46272 | Good Value™ Courage Vacuum Sport Bottle - 18 oz.
This contemporary wide-mouth bottle has you covered with its 
screw-on, leak-proof lid and generous handle for toting it around.
Matte Black, Matte Navy, Matte Red, Matte White
as low as $12.08(c) USD | $17.52(c) CAD | min. 48
FULL COLOR
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Additional charges, specifications, and production times may apply for optional decoration methods and locations. 
Over 1,600 of our items carry the KG Factor designation. See page 3 and kooziegroup.com for more details.

https://kooziegroup.com/US/catalog-page-140-141
https://kooziegroup.com/CA/catalog-page-140-141
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/the-wedge-mobile-device-stand-toy-w
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/challenger-slingpack-16083
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/courage-vacuum-sport-bottle-18-oz-46272


MGBC20/30 | Good Value™ 4-Color Process 
Business Card Magnets — 20 Mil., 30 Mil.
Use this colorful magnet to keep important 
papers and notes within reach.
MGBC20 as low as $0.30(c) USD | $0.44(c) CAD | min. 500
MGBC30 as low as $0.33(c) USD | $0.48(c) CAD | min. 500
GOINGREEN® | FULL COLOR | FREE SET-UP | USA PROUD 

15725 | Good Value™ 15" Laptop Sleeve
This 15" laptop sleeve features 3 mm neoprene with 
a zipper closure to ensure your laptop stays in place 
on the go.
Black, Gray, Navy
as low as $12.00(c) USD | $17.40(c) CAD | min. 50

MP1A | Good Value™ 1/8" Fabric Surface Mouse Pad 
(7-1/2" x 8-1/2")
The thick rubber base and soft fabric surface of this 
mouse pad make it a comfortable place to click. 
as low as $4.17(c) USD | $6.05(c) CAD | min. 100
FULL COLOR | FREE SET-UP | USA PROUD 

6106/6107 | Triumph® Calendars Decorator Memo, Tan or White
This calendar has large easy-to-read dates and gives you plenty 
of room for jotting appointments and planning projects. 
6106 Tan; 6107 White
thru 7.1.24 as low as $7.12(a) USD | $10.32(a) CAD | min. 50
after 7.1.24 as low as $8.15(a) USD | $11.82(a) CAD | min. 50
SFI | FULL COLOR | FREE SET-UP | USA PROUD 

Koozie Group reserves the right to change prices at any time without notice if necessary. Visit kooziegroup.com for the most up-to-date pricing and production times.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/15-laptop-sleeve-15725
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/good-value-18-fabric-surface-mouse-pad-7-12-x-8-12-mp1a
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/search?searchType=All&q=mgbc20%2Cmgbc30
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/search?searchType=All&q=6106%2C6107


26313 | Giant Sherpa Throw
Measuring 8.2' x 10', this blanket has a fleece 
face and a sherpa reverse that provide plenty of 
softness to keep you warm and comfy.
Gray, Navy
as low as $89.99(c) USD | $130.49(c) CAD | min. 12

CPCR009 | Easy Grip Massage Ball
Relieve sore muscles with this rolling massage 
ball with silicone grip.
Blue, Neon Blue, Neon Green, Orange, Red
as low as $6.58(c) USD | $9.54(c) CAD | min. 100
CAD pricing begins in March.

TPZ006 | Toddy® Gear Triangle Jigsaw Puzzle
Made in the USA, this fun triangular puzzle 
features rounded corners and high-gloss, 
eye-catching full-color decoration.
White
as low as $8.95(c) USD | $12.98(c) CAD | min. 50
FULL COLOR | USA PROUD 

End-of-year recognition is important in organizations, and an insurance company 
could turn to the JAFFA® Radiant Orbit Award to show appreciation to team 
members who met sales goals, reached years-of-service milestones, or earned 
top honors in their respective departments. This beautiful award, especially 
with its full-color decoration, would surely impress and delight its recipients.

product story idea

36692 | JAFFA® Radiant Orbit Award
This acrylic award really pops with full-color decoration to make 
your accomplishments stand out on your desk or bookshelf.
Clear
as low as $65.00(c) USD | $94.25(c) CAD | min. 6
FULL COLOR
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Additional charges, specifications, and production times may apply for optional decoration methods and locations. 
Over 1,600 of our items carry the KG Factor designation. See page 3 and kooziegroup.com for more details.

https://kooziegroup.com/US/catalog-page-142-143
https://kooziegroup.com/CA/catalog-page-142-143
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/radiant-orbit-award-medium-36692
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/triangle-jigsaw-puzzle-tpz006
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/easy-grip-massage-ball-cpcr009
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/giant-sherpa-throw-26313


VRNW3201 | Shed Rain™ UnbelievaBrella® Solids
The rubber-coated c-shaped handle on this 
48" inch umbrella allows for hands-free use 
while you multitask. 
Black/Black, Black/Charcoal, Black/Hot Pink, 
Black/Ocean, Black/Red, Black/Sour Apple, 
Navy/Navy
as low as $25.38(a) USD | $36.80(a) CAD | min. 24
CAD pricing begins in March.
FULL COLOR

Koozie Group reserves the right to change prices at any time without notice if necessary. Visit kooziegroup.com for the most up-to-date pricing and production times.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/shed-rain-9-unbelievabrella-9-solids-vrnw3201



